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du-Plessis and Welch: Book Notices

avenues toward christianity mormonism
in comparative church history by christian gellinek and hans wilhelm kelling
global publications 2001

templated one sitting will not do jus
tice to the intended reach of this schol
arly work
jacques du plessis

this is not a book to be read in one
session its title is well chosen because
of the richness in diversity and tradition that is reflected in this work the
book does not address a narrow issue
but as the word avenues indicates takes
a broader perspective on the restoration mormon history and doctrines
the authors with their heritage in ger-

many provide appropriate insights
into mormonism for german readers
at the same time any reader unfamiliar
with latter day saint history in germany will find that this work provides
valuable information especially about
the early days of the church in germany and denmark the book also
covers much of the historical development of mormonism in the united
states and selective issues and key
mormon doctrines are thoughtfully
discussed such discussions include
perspectives on the book of mormon as
an extension of the canon of scripture
testifying of christ
because they have intimate familiarity with the doctrines of the reformation the authors provide the reader
with solid arguments about the historigellineks
cal context of mormonism Gellin
eks
previous research of hugo grotius
demonstrates similarities between the
thinking of pre renaissance european
scholars and doctrines associated with
the restoration the comparison
between reformed christianity and
mormon christianity gives context to
views about the purpose of life in both
calvinism and mormonism
this is a book that deserves more
than one reading many of the issues
discussed have to be studied and con-
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in the beginning the story of the king
james bible and how it changed a
nation a language and a culture by
alister mcgrath anchor books 2001
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this thoroughly informative and
completely enjoyable volume really
tells a story and what a story it is the
triumphant tale of the king james bible
is complete with political twists religious controversies national pride
royal machinations scholarly posturing economic opportunism technological inventions vested interests
profound compromises and ultimately phenomenal success the
author who is professor of historical
theology at oxford university and
principal of wycliffe hall oxford
knows this rich story inside and out
and he elucidates every stage and detail
with captivating clarity
major players in this intriguing
story include such notables as johannes
gutenberg john wycliffe erasmus of
rotterdam martin luther henry VIII
william tyndale miles coverdale
richard grafton john calvin william
whittingham queen elizabeth I1
james 1I john reynolds richard bancroft six companies of translators two
each from westminster cambridge and
oxford charles 1I archbishop william
II
laud oliver cromwell and charles 11
how can you lose with a cast like that
the plot thickens time after time as
bibles battle bibles as religious crises
hinge on the meanings of single words
and phrases and as fortunes and reputations are made or lost over one fortuitous
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or fateful decision after another As ten
sions mount comic relief gratefully
arrives as surprising ironies humorous
errors and remarkable coincidences all
line up to yield the king james bible
the authorized version of the bible
not only changed the english nation
enthroned the english language and
shaped the english culture it also was
the product of english honor piety
and stubborn determination anyone
interested in knowing how the KJV
came to be will have a hard time putting
this readable book down and a harder
time not picking it up again
john W welch
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